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Kowloon and the Walled Cloud

Understanding the Walled City of Kowloon (Hong Kong) as a gigantic technologized machine 

and allegory of the physical nature of digital networks. This paper focuses on urban planning and 

tries to redevelop a perspective on the false dichotomy virtual-physical. The first part is an analysis 

of the layers of technology in the Walled City’s materials; the dualism between futuristic and pri-

mordial; the organic myth in the contemporary. The second part questions the space-in-between 

in architecture and the role of void space, contextualised into Rem Koolhaas’ urban theory of the 

Generic City and studies about Internet’s materialism.

Kowloon Walled City was an unplanned urban area located on the Chinese south coast in front of 
the island of Hong Kong, demolished in 1994. The site was originally conceived as a military outpost 
to observe British expansion over the occupied territories, but, after the peninsula was ceded to Que-
en Victoria in 1860, the Walled City remained under Chinese jurisdiction. A few decades of diploma-
tic inaccuracies left the place in a political limbo, becoming a no-man’s land. By the Sixties the area 
gathered refugees from the Chinese mainland and it quickly evolved into an urban outburst where 
the sprawl grew massively, as a birthday cake; the structures were built on the top of each other, inter-
connected by tunnels and stairways. The absence of official authorities made possible the proliferation 
of many illegal activities. 

This legendary slum massively influenced visual culture and with his rhizomatic structure it might 
be used as a representation of the Internet’s physical structure: its 500 buildings were kept together by 
a mesh of maze-like infrastructures, pipes and cables, just like networks in a data-center. 

I am here deliberately using the term “rhizome” to recall its definition of a semantic model. This 
specific use of the term has been conceived by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in A Thousand Plate-
aus, where the organic structure of a subterranean stem—the rhizome—serves to represent principles 
of hyper-connection and multiplicity, opposed to the “arborescent” model which implies a hierarchi-
cal conception of knowledge, where meanings are organised on a linear basis.

Kowloon Walled City, data-centers, Rem Koolhaas, Internet materialism, templates
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If the concept of the rhizome has been so effective in influencing the evolution of the Internet, then 
how is it represented in popular visual culture? After a quick although superficial Google search of 
the term “Internet”, my browser’s tab is filled with blueish illustrations of shining globes surroun-
ded by glowing light flares bouncing throughout the atmosphere. The Deleuzian ethos of rhizomatic 
multiplicity is here translated in a portrait of abstract connections, following a misleading view that 
belongs to the idea of a virtual disembodied space; a myth in part inherited by science fiction popular 
culture and commercial advertising.

The genuine illusion of a whole new world, a virtual-immaterial (an apparently unlimited) land, 
crossed the mind of many generations of artists working within the digital realm. Part of that utopia 
has been perceived differently by some more skeptical artists—Olia Lialina, Vuk Cosic and JODI are 
some well-known examples—who seemed more interested in subverting online interfaces exploring 
their limits than embracing the idea of an unlimited space. Although, even their work was limited 
“into the thin atmosphere of pure online presence1”.

One of the strongest statements from a new generation of artists came from Daniel Keller, who du-
ring the 2012 DLD conference stated: “Your animated GIFs run on burnt coal and your computers—
they’re made by slaves2”. This crude visualisation might resemble how the Walled City offered an 
explicit look on its materials, unveiling the most physical connections of a urban structure. Another 
well-defined statement about a new materialism in art theory was published one year before by artist 
and writer James Bridle:

There is no unity to serve as a pivot in the object, or to divide in the subject. There 

is not even the unity to abort in the object or “return” in the subject. […] There are no 

points or positions in a rhizome, such as those found in a structure, tree, or root. There 

are only lines. (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, p. 8)

The idea of “the cloud” is almost as old as the internet; indeed, it is one conception 

of the internet, as a ubiquitous, pervasive network of access points and data services, of 

computation as a public utility. But the reality of the cloud, of the internet itself, is that 

it is a physical infrastructure of cables which run beneath streets and oceans, connecting 

exchanges and switches to servers in offices, homes—and data-centers. (Bridle, 2011)

Similarly, the imaginary of the Walled City has been idealised in the wake of the cyberpunk he-
ritage, as in William Gibson’s Bridge trilogy or in films influenced by post-modernism. It has been 
described more than once as a “modern pirate utopia3” or as a working model of anarchist society. 

I am going to try to overlook this imaginary in order to redevelop a perspective regarding the Wal-
led City as a junction between the false dichotomy virtual-physical and urban theories about globa-
lised cities. 

Among the huge amount of visual culture influenced by the Walled City, I am going to pick up two 
representations of its space, showing different point of views in terms of location inside the city and of 
which materials are represented: the underground, dark, hyper-connected futuristic body of its urban 
machinery, and the hollowness of the space-in-between. 
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This first analysis starts with Hollywood’s martial arts film Bloodsport, released in 1988, which mar-
ks the debut of a young Jean-Claude Van Damme. The Belgian actor plays the role of an American 
soldier trying to access into Hong Kong’s clandestine fight competitions. While investigating on a 
secret tournament known as the Kumite, he gets introduced in the Walled City. The scene shows 
Kowloon’s facades crowded with clothes hanging on barred balconies in a sunny cold day. After being 
accepted by the guardian of a perimeter access, the light starts fading out as the protagonist and his 
crew enter in one of the narrow streets. 

Around the Walled City there were 66 entry points, all barely visible from the outside, as cracks 
opened between the shops4. The following sequence is driven by a slow camera motion across a dark 
tunnel light up by factories’ neon bars and a few lamps, nestled in massive knots of cables and pipes 
running on the ceiling, which in some bits fall into cascades that obstruct the path. Bloodsport pictu-
res the lowest storeys of the city, its gloomy, subterranean corridors, continuously dripping with water 
and where was really hard to distinguish when it was day or night; some inhabitants remember they 
needed to phone the higher storeys to know about the weather5.

This same feeling of alienation from time and space has been described by journalist Andrew Blum, 
while visiting an Equinix data-center in Virginia, during a journey across the Internet’s physical in-
frastructure collected in his book Tubes.

Katabasis

It too was cyberterrific. Its high ceiling was painted black, like a theater, and disappe-

ared in darkness. Spotlights left small pools of illumination on the floor. “It’s a bit like 

Vegas, […] no day or night.” Inside there was a kitchen, snack machines, a bank of arca-

de-style video games, and a long counter, like at an airport business center, with power 

and Ethernet plugs where engineers could set up shop for the day. […] 

I could see the physical embodiment of all those connections above us, where rivers of 

cable obscured the ceiling. (Blum, 2013, pp. 94-96)

During his research Blum understands how this dark aesthetic is made on purpose, “designed to 
look in the way a data-center should look”, following a peculiar marketing strategy born after cyber-
punk culture and designated to influence future visual culture. The tendency is confirmed also in 
James Bridle’s texts, in even more picturesque ways:

In 2008, Swedish ISP Bahnhof opened ‘Pionen’, a data-center located a hundred feet 

underground in a former nuclear bunker in the centre of Stockholm. Bahnhof delibera-

tely styled the facility after James Bond films and 70s science fiction, with greenhouses, 

waterfalls and German submarine engines and klaxons, in order to stand out in a di-

screet industry: “The unique design makes it a ‘talk about’ facility,” said Bahnhof CEO 
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At this point it doesn’t sound risky to say that Kowloon Walled City’s atmosphere and materials 
have directly influenced the physical assets of the Internet. An additional similarity comes from its 
weak points. 

In Kowloon, the main electricity lines were usually illegally connected from outside using exposed 
wiring, and as mentioned above they were running all over tunnels’ ceiling, staircases and across the 
shops; this means that touching any object made of a conducting material would have been seriou-
sly dangerous. In a recent documentary about Kowloon, a postman recalls that once experienced a 
strong electroshock while delivering mail in a box rolled up with electric wires6. The precarious con-
dition of the infrastructure in the Walled City echoes back to a singular circumstance happened in 
the Georgia in 2011. On a spring day, a 75-year-old woman was digging in search of unused copper, 
pulling up cables from the ground to sell it to scrap merchants7. It happened that while digging south 
of the capital Tbilisi, not far from the Armenian border, she cut off a fibre-optic link providing Inter-
net to 3.2 million people across the whole Armenia, part of Georgia and Azerbaijan. 

Once again, the network is not just unequivocally material, its physicality is also weak and it is not 
hard to experience serious disruptions. In the wake of this post-industrial aspects, it is possible to 
move towards a geological consideration about layers of technology.

According to a survey from 1983 by the Kowloon Walled City Kai Fong Association, inside the wal-
led city there were 645 factories where men were cheaper than robots, buried in obsessive, repetitive 
work for about twelve hours per day8. One of the most exhaustive documents about the Walled City 
is an Austrian film documentary which has been unofficially released on YouTube a few years ago9. 
It shows a series of one-man industries, a typical model of the city, such as a big pre-war weaving 
mill from Shanghai realising primitive raw materials for international retailing, or a fish ball industry 
also managed by one single man. Among other industries, there were factories where women made 
plastic packages, bags, cases for VHS tapes, and steel workshops producing imitation of renowned 
brands. The proliferation of unlicensed dentists’ studios was huge, full of cabinets displaying moulds, 
prosthesis and dried animals which served to gain products of traditional Chinese medicine. As out-
lined in the documentary, each construction phase has left behind rubble, which led to the formation 
of dump areas filled with scrap. In this complex environment was possible to find traces of ancient 
technologies of the city, like the ruins of old cannons from the colonial times, surrounded by those 
classic wired knots descripted above.

This aspects of the Walled City link its history to the relatively recent tradition of industrial archa-
eology, and in terms of urban heritage, the ruins of the modern era are remarkably descripted in an 
essay published in 1967 by Robert Smithson, analysing the monuments of the post-industrial site in 
his home town Passaic, New Jersey.

Jon Karlung. “If you have been inside Pionen you will for sure tell somebody else about 

it”. (Bridle, 2011)
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Revisiting the environment of data-centers, the Equinix Global Director of Mobile Data and IP Pee-
ring gives an interpretation of some areas where “the oldest cables are in the bottom of the pile. It’s al-
most like an ice core […] As you dig down you’re going to see sediment from certain time periods10”. 

Unlike the common conception of monumental ruins of industrial archaeology, the Walled City 
was a working and inhabited machine. Also, its fate went differently as after decades of exploitation of 
its political limbo, the demolition of the whole area occurred in 1994. 

At the time, Rem Koolhaas was already an affirmed architect; his Office for Metropolitan Archi-
tecture was realising its most challenging projects and his theoretical practice was distributed on high 
scale after his first essay Delirious New York, where the city is described as an “addictive machine”. 
In 1995 he published The Generic City—included in the S,M,L,XL collection—evolving his analysis 
on the elements of urban globalisation. The essay contains the concept of a fractal, urban biological 
growth, where the Generic City follows an “endless repetition of the same simple structural module; it 
is possible to reconstruct it from its smallest entity, a desktop computer, maybe even a diskette11”. The 
Walled City’s body had generated in the same way, its sprawl was a like a DNA chain that exposed a 
urban structure of contradictions, where elements conceived to be hidden spread all over the surface 
of its skin.

The Generic City is also liberated from the “straitjacket of identity, […] a mouse trap in which more 
and more mice have to share the original bait12”. The Walled City was an offspring of this process, its 
residual identity was a ghost haunting the street’s names, inherited by the original military settlement. 
Once again is intriguing the similarity with the location of some of the world’s biggest data-centers: 
the futuristic district of London’s Docklands. Formally known as East India Quay, the neighbourho-
od’s streets take their names from the spices once sold in the docks: Saffron Avenue, Rosemary Drive, 
Nutmeg Lane, Clove Crescent. They are also ghosts; debris left by the evolution of industry and trade. 
This conflict reveals a further appeal of the Generic City: the dualism between primordial and futu-
ristic. 

Since it was Saturday, many machines were not working, and this caused them to 

resemble prehistoric creatures trapped in the mud, or, better, extinct machines-mecha-

nical dinosaurs stripped of their skin. On the edge of this prehistoric Machine Age were 

pre- and post-World War II suburban houses. The houses mirrored themselves into co-

lorlessness. (Flam, 1996, p. 68)

The great originality of the Generic City is simply to abandon what doesn’t work—

what has outlived its use—to break up the blacktop of idealism with the jackhammers of 

realism and to accept whatever grows in its place. In that sense, the Generic City accom-

modates both the primordial and the futuristic—in fact, only these two. The Generic 

City is all that remains of what used to be the city. The Generic City is the post-city being 

prepared on the site of the ex-city. […] In the original model of the moderns, the resi-

dual was merely green, its controlled neatness a moralistic assertion of good intensions, 

discouraging association, use. In the Generic City, because the crust of its civilization 

is so thin, and through its immanent tropicality, the vegetal is transformed into Edenic 
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Entering the Walled City was a form of katabasis, the ancient Greek term for descent to the un-
derworld, also meaning a descent in search of understanding. Moreover, the descent in Kowloon was 
a journey through layers of technology, from the futuristic to the primordial.

As a final note, what is left of the Walled City is the organic myth, a ruin of vegetation which stands 
nowadays in the Memorial Park build on the original site where the Walled City was before its demo-
lition. As a constructed anthem for “memory”, this monumental theme park is the ultimate ghost of 
urban schizophrenia, haunted by its void although physical presence.

Residue, the main carrier of its identity: a hybrid of politics and landscape. […] Its im-

moral lushness compensates for the Generic City’s other poverties. Supremely inorganic, 

the organic is the Generic City’s strongest myth. (Koolhaas, 1998, p. 11)

Aside from its tunnels, a portrait of the upper body of the Walled City might help for a further 
reflection. 

In the same way the scene from the film Bloodsport is one of the few original footages of the area, 
the multiplayer map Kowloon from the first-person shooter videogame Call of Duty: Black Ops, is 
one of the best reconstructions of the Walled City’s buildings. The player is here engaged in exploring 
the space breaking through the dwellings, jumping from the rooftops in any direction connected to 
different branches of its structure. It offers an effective way to visualise how the spaces were a com-
plex concatenation of spaces within concrete boxes, and how the different storeys were build—as 
previously mentioned—as a birthday cake. Architectural volumes change every step forward, rooms 
contain multiple rooms, connected to different buildings on various layers—and so on. While moving 
throughout them, even in open-air areas, there are imaginary lines closing the spaces in between the 
constructions, generating infinite spaces boxed together.

To analyse the materiality of this spatial elements, Koolhaas again serves as a guide:

The Space in Between

The apparently solid substance of the Generic City is misleading. 51% of its volume 

consists of atrium. The atrium is a diabolical device in its ability to substantiate the in-

substantial. Its Roman name is and eternal guarantor of architectural class—its historic 

origins make the theme inexhaustible. […]

The atrium is void space: voids are the essential building block of the Generic City. 

Paradoxically, its hollowness insures its very physicality, the pumping up of the volume 

the only pretext for its physical manifestation. The more complete and repetitive its inte-

riors, the less their essential repetition is noticed. (Koolhaas, 1998, p. 26)
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There’s a link between the substance of atriums, the way you interact with the space of Kowloon in 
Call of Duty and this last consideration about the corporeal presence of telecommunication. This link 
is a reflection on interior spaces, and specifically how spaces are connected; how architecture always 
creates containers, how it builds them even when moving outside the constructions. On this front, 
air-conditioned is an element of groundbreaking innovation from the last century; it redefines the 
relationship outside-inside in recreating a climate distinct from the outside. It is an element of spatial 
unity and the ultimate material in its planning; it also unites buildings, where they are “held together 
not by structure but by skin, like a bubble13”.

On the screen-space, that I have almost omitted until now in this paper, interfaces and templates are 
its architecture—they follow the same tendencies. The online air-conditioned is the outer glow that 
surrounds boxes on a web page; the sterile white background that ties all the other elements; usually 
based on a dull colour palette. Templates are devices that persuade to a specific range of sensations, 
“to create a trance of almost unnoticeable aesthetic experiences. […] Like Japanese food, the sensa-
tions can be reconstituted and intensified in the mind, or not – they may simply be ignored. (There’s 
a choice.) This pervasive lack of urgency and insistence acts like a potent drug; it induces a halluci-
nation of the normal14”.

The pulsating elements of templates are the addictive substance of the online space; they are like 
heroin in the infamous basements of the Walled City. 

If Kowloon’s display of raw materiality and contradiction was too much for the urban dimension, 
and led to its demolition—its transmutation in void material—the Internet’s body is hidden in monu-
mental architecture, underground and underwater infrastructures. The space-in-between descripted 
in this last chapter is part of the same body; despite is accepted in the contemporary environment, its 
entity is made of the same tangible materials.

This room’s strange shape revealed its long history, its building and rebuilding, the 

flitting ghosts of a century’s phone calls, and the remnant of ten thousand nights of la-

bor on the streets above. It reminded me how much the Internet’s physical presence was 

defined by the spaces in between—whether inside the routers, or at the building point 

of entry. […] I realized that the words we use to describe “telecommunications” don’t 

do justice to their current relevance to our lives, and certainly not to their corporeal 

presence. (Blum, 2013, pp. 179-180)

Again, an excerpt from the description of a data-center mirrors this specific argument:
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